Oracle Database Split

- M-Pathways Product Managers:
  - HCM: Scot Yoas and Natalie Nicol
  - SA: Elaine Nowak and Lisa Emery
  - FIN: Ann Tuttle and Nadeem Zaidi

- On June 3, 2013, split HEPROD into two distinct databases for Human Resources (HCMPROD) & Student Administration (CSPROD)

- Retired HEODS & FINODS reporting environment

- Moved to daily HR data warehouse refreshes instead of weekly

- Performed a number of infrastructure enhancements

- Moved Student Refunding from Payroll to Accounts Payable processing

- Added an Employee Self-Service link under Student Business on WA to more intuitively guide them to timesheets and paycheck information

- Applied Access & Compliance annual attestation for all operational users via Mcommunity

- Questions, feedback, and/or experiences?